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 Earth day is a very important holiday that many people  celebrate to keep Earth 
 healthy. People practice many ways of finding solutions to things that cause problems 
 for Earth's environment. Many people like the idea of Earth day because at a certain 
 point Earth had really bad issues with pollution, littering, and endangered species, etc. 

 One of the problems that Earth faces is unclean energy sources. There is so 
 much pollution in the air that it causes acid rain, and there is so much pollution in the air 
 that there is a hole in the ozone. The atmosphere is becoming toxic and poisonous and 
 we must fix it and change our ways before it is too late. We can fix that by finding more 
 clean energy sources and making them affordable. We could also build more solar 
 plants or more wind farms. 

 Another problem Earth faces is water pollution. Between oil spills and plastic 
 destroying the ocean many sea creatures are dying and the water is becoming toxic. 
 Not just sea creatures are dying but the whole ocean ecosystem! We can solve this 
 issue by relying less on oil and finding safer energy sources, also by coming up with 
 more ways to get the plastic out of the water, as well as microplastics. I heard of people 
 using large nets that float across the ocean as a way to get plastic out. 

 We also face another problem, endangered species. There are many species of 
 animals that go extinct each year and even more become endangered due to habitat 
 loss, hunting, poaching, and unnatural reasons related to humans, etc. Think about this, 
 there are only 13,000 tigers left and most of them live in captivity, only about 5,000 still 
 roam the wild. Now think about how small that number is, we need to fix this issue 
 before we destroy nature's balance. We can solve this problem by creating more wildlife 
 conservation programs, and establishing severe consequences for hunting endangered 
 species, also creating more charities that donate money and supplies to help fund the 
 conservation of animal species. 

 There are many problems destroying the world, even though they seem quite 
 intimidating. There are many ways we can fix them, we just all have to come together to 
 make it effective. If we solve some of these problems then Earth will be healthier and 
 maybe be around for the long run, (at least 1.5 billion years!) 


